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Abstract

Objectives: To assess (a) the trend of MEDLINE citation of pediatrics articles associated with Brazilian
institutions from 1990 through 2004; (b) the number of Brazilian pediatrics articles published in journals with the
highest impact factor; and (c) the regional distribution of institutions.

Methods: PubMed search limited to ages 0 to 18 years, English language, MEDLINE and humans subsets,
Brazilian affiliation. For each year, we compared the articles retrieved to the whole of MEDLINE citations with the
same search limits, except for affiliation, as well as to the total Brazilian scientific production cited in MEDLINE,
without age limits. We made a descriptive analysis, and used the chi-square test for trend. Data concerning
publication in journals with the highest impact factor were aggregated into three-year periods.

Results: A total of 7,222 Brazilian pediatrics articles were listed in MEDLINE from 1990 through 2004,
corresponding to 0.95% of all articles concerning the age group from 0 to 18 years. There was a fivefold increase
in the absolute number of Brazilian articles along the study period. The ratio of Brazilian to total articles increased
from 0.51 to 1.60% (p < 0.01). Scientific knowledge production remains strongly concentrated in the Southeast of
Brazil.

Conclusion: Brazilian research activities in pediatrics have had a steady upward trend, which relates to the
proportional growth of the Brazilian scientific production as a whole.
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Introduction

The increase in knowledge production � and hence in

the number of periodicals � during the second half of the

past century led professionals and researchers to face the

challenge of developing quality criteria that could assist

readers in selecting the best scientific evidence.1,2

Nevertheless, the lack of a consensus framework to

measure scientific and technical outcomes under a fair

conceptual scheme led to a disparate array of indicators.

Thus, in practice, the so-called scientometrics is often

done solely by using bibliometrics, that is, measurement

of scientific publications, even though beyond it there are

no systematic linkages with other categories of metrics of

science and technology.3 Bibliometrics is based upon the

concept that the quality of periodicals and articles can be

inferred by the hierarchization of scientific production,

constructed through quantitative techniques that yield

certain indexes.4

The impact factor, introduced in the early 1960s by

Eugene Garfield and Irving Sherby, is the most prominent

among the many proposed journal citation measures.5,6 A

journal�s impact factor is calculated by dividing the number

of citations in the current year to any items published in

the journal in the previous two years by the number of

substantive articles (source items) published in the journal

in the same two years.7 Thus, the impact factor, which is

considered an indicator of visibility and diffusion of scientific

knowledge, is basically a ratio between cited and citable
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items. Its strength lies above all in the comprehensibility,

stability and seeming reproducibility; on the other hand,

some obvious flaws, along with its uninformed use, have

resulted in a flood of critical and controversial discussions

about its correctness.6,8-17 Thomson Scientific, formerly

known as the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI)

calculates and publishes in the Journal Citation Reports

the impact factor of 7,500 of the world�s most cited peer-

reviewed journals in approximately 200 disciplines. Among

those, there are 17 Brazilian journals, seven of which from

the health field.9

With the development of practical applications for

bibliometric indexes, they became the technical foundation

for systematic evaluation and strategic decision-making

within the political arena, and accordingly also in the entire

social domain. In Brazil, bibliometrics is widely used to

determine the allocation of subsidies and technical

resources, by means of institutional schemes of

bibliographic hierarchization. For instance, Qualis, the

System of Classification of Periodicals, Annals and Journals

of the Federal Coordinating Agency for the Improvement

of Higher Education (CAPES), employs the Journal Citation

Reports as a reference to classify periodicals of international

circulation.18 CAPES regulates and orients the national

scientific production through the continual evaluation of

research institutes and graduate programs, aiming at

broadening the Brazilian participation in the international

scene.

The degree of international insertion of the Brazilian

scientific production can be gauged through the analysis

of bibliographic citation databases, such as Biological

Abstracts, FSTA-Food Science, Web of Science and OVID.

Two databases stand out in Latin America: the Scientific

Library Online (SciELO) and the Latin American and

Caribbean Center on Health Sciences Information (LILACS).

The world�s largest database in the health field is the U.S.

National Library of Medicine�s Medical Literature Analysis

and Retrieval System Online (MEDLINE), that contains

about 13 million references to articles from 4,800 journals

worldwide.19

Although bibliometrics is thoroughly incorporated into

the day-to-day work of researchers as a tool to monitor

institutional and personal performance, there are only a

few studies focusing on the trend and degree of international

insertion of Brazil�s scientific production according to

specific knowledge areas. Thus, we decided to carry out

the present study with the following objectives: (a) to

evaluate the international insertion of the Brazilian scientific

production in the field of child and adolescent health, as

well as its time trend, by assessing MEDLINE citations and

publication of articles in journals with the highest impact

factor; (b) to evaluate the distribution of such scientific

knowledge production, according to geographic region

and type of research center.

Methods

We performed a PubMed search in order to retrieve all

MEDLINE citations of articles of Brazilian affiliation

concerning child and adolescent health published in English

from 1990 through 2004. To do so, we applied the

following limit parameters: affiliation [Brazil OR Brasil];

age [All Child: 0-18 years]; language [English]; subjects

[Humans]; database subset [MEDLINE]; publication date

[1990-2004]. The affiliation parameter means that the

search included articles whose first author�s listed address

(including e-mail address) or institution was in Brazil,

irrespective of the journal�s country of publication. With

such limits, PubMed retrieval is limited to MEDLINE citations,

also excluding �in process� and �supplied by publisher�

citations, because those have not yet completed the

indexing process and do not carry the required data. We

calculated the yearly rate of participation of Brazilian

affiliation articles in relation to the database of all affiliations.

We ascertained the location that defined the article�s

affiliation, either the author�s or the institution�s address,

and particularly the institution�s nature (research center,

university, attending hospital).

We also looked into the number of Brazilian articles

that had been published in journals of higher impact

factor. Considering that about 66% of citations within the

field of child and adolescent health are derived from four

North-American (Pediatrics, Journal of Pediatrics, JAMA,

and The New England Journal of Medicine) and three

British journals (Archives of Disease in Childhood, Lancet,

and British Medical Journal),20 we performed a selective

search of Brazilian articles in those seven periodicals, and

aggregated the data into three year periods.

We made a descriptive analysis of the data and used

the chi-square test for trend analysis of proportions.

Results

A total of 7,222 Brazilian pediatrics articles, published

in English, were cited in MEDLINE along the past 15 years,

just short of 1% of the entire database of papers concerning

this field of study. However, while the growth of the latter

was about 61%, the absolute number of Brazilian articles

had an overall 404% increase. There was a significant

increment of 213% (p < 0.01) in the fraction of Brazilian

pediatrics articles in MEDLINE, while the fraction of all

Brazilian articles published in English, irrespective of age

limits, increased by 264% (p < 0.01) in the same period

(Table 1).

The number of pediatrics articles from Brazil published

in the journals of highest impact factor remained

unchangingly scarce along the study period. Figure 1

depicts the publication of Brazilian articles on child and

adolescent health in all the periodicals analyzed, except

JAMA and The New England Journal of Medicine, which did
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Year All ages Age 0-18

Brazil All Brazil/All Brazil All Brazil/All

1990 507 197,900 0.26 201 39,314 0.51
1991 602 203,676 0.30 219 39,952 0.55

1992 723 213,629 0.34 275 42,034 0.65

1993 705 223,522 0.32 276 45,789 0.60

1994 772 231,928 0.33 282 46,873 0.60

1995 895 242,775 0.37 348 48,361 0.72

1996 949 252,373 0.38 336 47,977 0.70

1997 1,076 260,858 0.41 337 49,905 0.68

1998 1,318 273,832 0.48 471 51,852 0.91

1999 1,542 285,344 0.54 517 52,869 0.98

2000 1,824 300,257 0.61 533 55,926 0.95

2001 2,072 310,981 0.67 663 56,646 1.17

2002 2,465 322,460 0.76 827 58,129 1.42

2003 2,904 340,490 0.85 924 60,952 1.52

2004 3,279 351,776 0.93 1,013 63,235 1.60

1990-2004 * 21,633 401,1801 0.54 7,222 759,814 0.95

∆% � 547 78 264 404 61 213

Table 1 -   Brazilian articles published in English compared to the overall number of citations in MEDLINE

* Total number of articles from 1990 through 2004.
† Differential percentage between figures for 2004 and 1990.

not publish any Brazilian pediatrics article from 1990

through 2004. Considering the significant growth in the

overall number of Brazilian articles (both on pediatrics and

all subjects) that were indexed in MEDLINE, there was a

proportional reduction in the number of papers published

in those high impact periodicals.

As to the state of origin of the studies, there was a

great concentration of scientific knowledge production in

São Paulo throughout the study period. On the other hand,

there was a considerable increase in the participation of

the state of Rio Grande do Sul, and a slight increase for

Minas Gerais and Paraná, while the share of Rio de Janeiro

diminished (Figure 2).

During this period, there was a reduction in the

contribution of pediatric centers to the total number of

articles in child and adolescent health, whereas centers

concerned with other areas, such as public health, internal

medicine, psychiatry, physiology, and molecular biology,

expanded their participation (Figure 3).

Discussion

This study showed a significant increase in the

international visibility of Brazilian articles focused on child

and adolescent health, albeit they were not satisfactorily

introduced into the realm of journals with the highest

impact factors. The results also show that research in the

field of child and adolescent health has been following the

same ascending trend as the overall production of  medical

knowledge in Brazil.

Another study indicates a 44% growth in the

participation of Brazilian papers among the international

scientific publications, and a 39% increase in general

citations from 1997 to 2001. However, the number of

citations to Brazilian authors� articles decreased from 7.5

citations per paper to 3.5 citations per paper in the same

period.21 At least four hypotheses can be brought up to

explain such phenomenon: first, Brazilian articles have

restricted access to periodicals with high impact factors,

as shown in this study, and so they are less likely to be

cited. Second, whereas many Brazilian authors succeed in

getting published in high impact journals, their work is

infrequently cited. It has been shown that only 15% of the

articles in any given journal are responsible for its impact

factor,17 and that an author�s institutional affiliation is

among the factors that lead to citation of his work. This

means that belonging to outside institutions reduces one�s

chances of being cited. Third, in spite of the fact that one
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Figure 1 - Brazilian articles on child and adolescent health published in English in
selected high impact journals

Figure 2 - Brazilian articles on child and adolescent health published in English and
cited in MEDLINE: percentages according to state of origin

MG = Minas Gerais; PE = Pernambuco; PR = Paraná; RJ = Rio de Janeiro; RS = Rio Grande
do Sul;  SP = São Paulo.
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is most probably cited by peers, the low impact factor of

national journals along with the little value attributed to

them in terms of the evaluation criteria used by funding

agencies drive authors to submit their best papers to

foreign periodicals. This results in a vicious circle: the

more an author takes his research reports away from his

equals by publishing abroad, even with less chances of

being cited elsewhere, the more the national journals are

devalued, and thus tend to attract fewer quality papers,

which brings even fewer citations. Fourth, we can

hypothesize that the path to a wider recognition of the

Brazilian scientific offspring is in the midst of a transition

stage, which can be characterized by an initial growth of

the publication of articles in international journals, which

should be followed by greater visibility and later on by

more citations.

The results of this study confirm the great concentration

of scientific knowledge production in the state of São

Paulo, as previously shown.22 The growth in papers from

other states, such as Rio Grande do Sul and Minas Gerais,

correlates to the assessment of graduate programs carried

out by the Coordination for the Improvement of Higher
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Figure 3 - Participation of non-pediatric medical specialty centers in publications
concerning child and adolescent health

Education from the Ministry of Education, which indicates

the increasingly higher excellence of the academic research

institutions in those regions.18

On the other hand, the significant participation of non-

pediatric specialties such as basic sciences, public health,

epidemiology, and internal medicine demonstrates that

child and adolescent health as a research subject is not a

monopoly of pediatric research centers. This finding may

also be reflecting the historical origin and insertion of

pediatric researchers in non-pediatric graduate programs.

Or it may be the result of an institutional strategy adopted

by many research centers, which tend to concentrate their

production in hegemonic graduate programs, generally

focused on basic science or adult health. This vast diversity

of approaches leads us to rethink the composition of this

study field, particularly concerning graduate programs

with a restricted clinical pediatrics scope, so as to promote

a future reorganization that favors a multidisciplinary

character.

Some methodological limitations of this study must

be pointed out. The first and most obvious one is that a

PubMed search restricts the retrieval to MEDLINE citations

of articles. Since only 32 of the 283 Brazilian journals

indexed in the LILACS database are part of 4,250

journals indexed in MEDLINE , and only 12 are index in

ISI it is evident that many quality studies have been

missed.23 We did not attempt to manually retrieve the

non-indexed journals because it would be out of the

scope of this study, but one should bear in mind that the

few Brazilian journals that are indexed in MEDLINE tend

to undergo a great increase in submissions. That induces

a rise in rejection rates and sends a growing number of

good papers to the less accessible domain of gray

publications.24

Second, MEDLINE data are constantly being revised

and updated; thus, the figures we retrieved may still

change in the next three years. However, we have been

monitoring this process in the past year using the same

descriptors and limits employed in this study, and the

modest variation we observed did not affect the overall

trends we identified.

Third, the decision to include other productive fields in

addition to those dedicated to clinical research may have

led to an overestimation of the true position of Brazilian

pediatricians� knowledge production. However, we kept

uniform criteria in analyzing the time trend, exactly to

show the overall international insertion of Brazilian

pediatrics research .

In conclusion, the increase in the number of articles on

child and adolescent health and their broader insertion

into the international scene have significantly contributed

toward fostering the upward trend of Brazil�s scientific

knowledge production. Nevertheless, in spite of the positive

results, very few Brazilian articles � in plain disproportion

to the significant growth in the number of published

articles � make into high impact journals. This poses a

great challenge to Brazilian researchers to keep up the

pace of increasing international visibility, chiefly through

the quest for quality, in order to beat the odds against

discrimination.
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